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Vaccine supply is limited; teachers and other staff 
have not been prioritized to receive the vaccine 

Education Systems' Response to COVID-191 
Brief November 5th, 2021 

  LATEST DEVELOPMENTS  

MORE SCHOOLS ARE REOPENING: 60% of countries, 
mostly in  Europe and Central Asia, Africa, the Middle 
East, and North America, have begun the new school 
year returning to in- person education exclusively.  In 
most parts of South Asia and Latin America,  return to 
school has started but is still slow.   Many systems, 
however, have returned only partially: prioritizing by 
educational levels, or localities.  Another 24% are using 
multiple modalities (e.g. parts of the country in person, 
other parts hybrid).    

BUT IN SOME COUNTRIES, THERE IS A RETURN TO 
SCHOOL CLOSURES: Particularly in Europe and Central 
Asia. Latvia has gone under strict lockdown, which will mean schools will resume distance learning. 
Russia also heads into a lockdown as COVID 19 cases continue to surge in the country. 

There is more evidence showing students (and teachers) can be safe in schools. A large-scale study in 
Scotland shows that, compared with adults of working age who are otherwise similar, teachers and their 
household members were not found to be at increased risk of hospital admission with COVID-19 and were 
found to be at lower risk of severe COVID-19.  Additionally, vaccine access worldwide is increasing. 58% 
of countries and territories are currently prioritizing teachers to receive vaccines (see Figure 2). 

 

 

 
1 For more information on the content of this brief or datasets of the Global Education Recovery Tracker, please 
contact: Kaliope Azzi-Huck, Maria Barron Rodriguez, Tigran Shmis, Aarya Shinde, Ellinore Ahlgren, and Maria 
Eugenia Oviedo. 

Source: COVID-19 Global Education Recovery Tracker 

Vaccine supply is limited; teachers and other staff have not 
been prioritized to receive the vaccine 

Vaccine supply is limited; teachers and school staff are a prioritized group 
and will be offered vaccine as supply increases 

Teachers and other school staff are currently being offered vaccine 
as a priority group 

Teachers and other school staff were never prioritized but not 
vaccine supply exceeds demands and all adults in the country are 
eligible for vaccination 

Teachers and other school staff were once a prioritized group, but 
now vaccine supply exceeds demand and all adults in the country 
are eligible for vaccination 

Unknown/Data not available 

Figure 2: Vaccine Access for Teachers and other Education Staff 

 

Source: COVID-19 Global Education Recovery 
  

 

Legend 

 

https://bnn-news.com/latvia-to-go-under-strict-lockdown-for-four-weeks-229174
https://www.france24.com/en/europe/20211020-putin-keeps-russian-workers-home-for-a-week-as-covid-deaths-surge
https://www.bmj.com/content/374/bmj.n2060
https://www.covideducationrecovery.global/maps/
https://www.covideducationrecovery.global/maps/
https://www.covideducationrecovery.global/maps/
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MANY STUDENTS HAVE MISSED NEARLY 300 DAYS OF SCHOOL 

The South Asia region has had the 
longest school closures, relying in many 
cases on remote learning.  Across the 
globe, manyschools are still closed and 
students are learning virtually (Annex 1 
shows days of school closures per 
country and Figure 3 days of closures per 
region). Reopenings were envisioned in 
Saudi Arabia for primary school kids, but 
have since been delayed  indefinitely 
while the Government undertakes 
further research on safety. Peru’s 
Ministry of Education personnel 
announced that they expect a full return 
to in-person to begin only in March 
2022.   

LEARNING LOSSES HAVE FURTHER INCREASED.   

Simulations by the World Bank showed that Learning Poverty in low- and middle-income countries 
might increase from 53 to 63%.  More recent simulations however, suggest this number can increase to 
70% due to the longer-than-expected schools closures.  

In Brazil, results from São Paolo's in 
2019 and 2021, show a sharp 
reduction in learning achievement. 
For instance, fifth graders' average 
score decreased by 13% in 
Portuguese and 19% in math, where 
math scores are equivalent to a 
return to 2011 learning levels (see 
Figure 4). After a year of school 
closures, these reductions are 
equivalent to at least a year in 
learning.  Also, losses are observed 
across all levels, with the larger 
learning losses among younger 
students.  
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Figure 3: Average number of school days by closure status, per region 
(March 2020-Sept, 2021)
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Figure 4: Brazil -Timeline for 5th grade students in Language (National Basic 
Education Assessment System (SAEB) vs. sample evaluation in São Paulo
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https://www.thenationalnews.com/gulf-news/saudi-arabia/2021/10/20/saudi-arabia-announces-covid-19-booster-shots-for-over-18s/
https://www.thenationalnews.com/gulf-news/saudi-arabia/2021/10/20/saudi-arabia-announces-covid-19-booster-shots-for-over-18s/
https://www.thenationalnews.com/gulf-news/saudi-arabia/2021/10/20/saudi-arabia-announces-covid-19-booster-shots-for-over-18s/
https://gestion.pe/peru/covid-19-apenas-el-54-de-la-poblacion-en-edad-escolar-ha-recibido-ambas-dosis-en-peru-nndc-noticia/
https://worldbankgroup-my.sharepoint.com/personal/jsaavedra_worldbank_org/Documents/Documents/COV19/UNESCO%20-%20UNICEF%20-%20WB%20GPE%20Grant/orldbank.org/en/news/speech/2021/10/29/remarks-by-world-bank-group-president-david-malpass-at-the-g20-joint-finance-and-health-ministerial
https://worldbankgroup-my.sharepoint.com/personal/jsaavedra_worldbank_org/Documents/Documents/COV19/UNESCO%20-%20UNICEF%20-%20WB%20GPE%20Grant/orldbank.org/en/news/speech/2021/10/29/remarks-by-world-bank-group-president-david-malpass-at-the-g20-joint-finance-and-health-ministerial
https://www.educacao.sp.gov.br/wp-content/uploads/2021/04/Apresenta%C3%A7%C3%A3o-Estudo-Amostral.pdf
https://www.educacao.sp.gov.br/wp-content/uploads/2021/04/Apresenta%C3%A7%C3%A3o-Estudo-Amostral.pdf
https://www.educacao.sp.gov.br/wp-content/uploads/2021/04/Apresenta%C3%A7%C3%A3o-Estudo-Amostral.pdf
https://www.educacao.sp.gov.br/wp-content/uploads/2021/04/Apresenta%C3%A7%C3%A3o-Estudo-Amostral.pdf
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In recent results for the state of 
Maryland in the US, there is a clear 
difference in the levels of 
proficiency reduction across grades, 
as can be seen in Figure 5.   

In Karnataka, India an ASER 
comparator study completed in 
March 2021, after nearly a year of 
school closures, showed that 
the share of grade 3 children in 
government schools who can 
perform simple subtraction dropped 
from 24% in 2017 to 16% in 2021. 
South Africa tells a similar story, where second graders experienced losses between 57% and 70% of a 
year of learning and fourth graders experienced losses between 62% and 81% of a year of learning, 
according to the study published in the International Journal of Education Development.   

Promoting a safe return to school:  

• Togo (P174166): This project deployed back-to-school media campaigns ahead of school re-
opening and mobilization of communities to relay important messages to families, community 
members, teachers, students and parents on disease prevention. It also supported radio 
campaigns to encourage good hygiene practices during the crisis and safety for all. 

• Lebanon:  teachers in public schools would not have gone back without our emergency teacher 
support of $90 per month. Schools were closed for almost two years and inflation has eroded up 
to 75% of the teacher salary. We worked with FCDO to use their part of the project financing to 
finance the teacher top up salary. Further, through a covid emergency project purchased an 
additional million vaccines for which teachers have been prioritized. 

Promoting learning continuity through distance learning modalities:  

• Ghana (P165557): The project has helped provide continuity of learning through a rollout of 
distance learning via TV, radio, and online channels, as well as printed materials to support home 
and community-based learning. The project helped launch the Edmodo Learning Management 
System (LMS) to enable all public and private schools, students, teachers, and parents to connect 
remotely to virtual learning. It has registered over 35,000 students. 

• Turkey (P173997): This project allocated $160 million for supporting Turkey in expanding its 
digital education platform, virtual classroom, and materials to provide distance education for 18 
million students during approximately 1 year of closures.  For school reopening, the project is 
financing improved models of hybrid learning (technological integrations into face-to-face 
education). 
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Figure 5: Percentage of students meeting literacy readiness measures in 
2 out of 3 categories in Montgomery County, Maryland, USA
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http://img.asercentre.org/docs/aserkn3-pager_06.09.211.pdf
http://img.asercentre.org/docs/aserkn3-pager_06.09.211.pdf
http://img.asercentre.org/docs/aserkn3-pager_06.09.211.pdf
http://img.asercentre.org/docs/aserkn3-pager_06.09.211.pdf
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0738059321001334
http://operationsportal.worldbank.org/secure/P174166/home?tab=dashboard
http://wbescsprd3.worldbank.org:9280/ACS/servlet/ACS?command=read&version=2.3&docbaseid=0224b0&basepath=%2Fwbpfiles39%2Fwbecmoksp%2Fdata%2Fwbecmoksp%2Fwbdocs_storage_38%2F000224b0&filepath=80%2F23%2F8f%2F08.pdf&objectid=090224b087995332&cacheid=daAIAgA%3D%3DCI8jgA%3D%3D&format=pdf&pagenum=0&signature=Z%2BFXoqGRYOwfan8BUKLyUbDbSpwyiqShbcOqUESsHlAsw2ZHkFDz4y1oa7ZgmR2%2FAUS8S8G3sBe%2BXah%2FHiZsec%2B37AJP7cjj8lw81wxXVPhclV7GPN3xcAVgIv91mNmA%2BanJqJ3FAZ1wYj14hQpHsuKsBa8wx0AyH4wubetMO80%3D&servername=Awbescsprd3_wbecmoksp&mode=1&timestamp=1635292861&length=326009&mime_type=application%2Fpdf&parallel_streaming=true&encryption_mode=require&expire_delta=360
https://imagebank2.worldbank.org/Search/32159891
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Learning assessments: 

• Bangladesh (P160943): The World Bank is supporting in implementing teacher-led diagnostic 
assessments in secondary schools for three foundational subjects: Bangla, English, and Math. This 
assessment will help teachers measure learning losses and heterogeneity within their classrooms 
post school reopening. Teachers will be provided with short assessments to implement to 
students to use the data to provide more targeted instructions to students. The WB DLI is linked 
to Grade 6, but given the importance of diagnosing learning losses, the Minister has decided to 
expand this initiative to all secondary grades and schools. 

• India (P166868 & P173704): The state of Gujarat has developed a system of Periodic Assessment 
Tests (PATs) where teachers receive and administer standardized grade and subject wise test 
items, collect student responses through reusable OMR sheets, and can scan the sheets using any 
handheld device to obtain immediate student, class, and school specific analysis. In Himachal 
Pradesh, a WhatsApp Chatbot) has been developed to push quizzes/tests to students, and receive 
and analyze responses. 

Learning recovery and remediation: 

• Colombia (P176006):. PROMISE is part of the Government’s recovery plan from the COVID-19 and 
has four pillars: (i) the effective use of learning assessments to identify students’ learning and 
socioemotional needs (about 75% of public schools expected to implement formative and 
summative assessments); (ii) improving pedagogical practices through the Programa Todos a 
Aprender (Learning for All Program), a large-scale teacher mentoring program in pre-school and 
primary education that will support teachers in designing effective responses to the impacts of 
the pandemic and to improve pedagogical practices adapting them to the needs of students; (iii) 
improving school management practices, by providing support to school and (iv) improving local 
government management practices, by providing technical assistance to local governments in 
the development of plans and program implementation  

• Togo (P174166): Based on results from an adapted from of PRATHAM’s assessment tool, schools 
have planned and delivered a condensed remedial program focusing on core competencies (e.g., 
reading and numeracy).  At the upper primary and junior secondary levels, subject-focused 
bridging courses have also been offered. 87,6 % of basic education schools have offered remedial 
programs.  

• Rwanda: efforts to measure the status of learning through the National Learning Assessment 
were implemented as soon as schools reopened. Efforts to improve quality and efficiency in 
data collection and management through digitization and benchmarking were done in-house 
(under IPF support). Ongoing policy reforms under the DPO project have (a) increased time on 
task for students, (b) revised the timetable to include remedial sessions, (b) allocated 
continuous professional development hours during school week for teachers.  

• Nepal (P160748): in collaboration with Government, The World Bank Nepal education team is 
piloting Teaching at Right Level (TaRL) to support foundational education in schools to fast-track 
learning recovery in Nepal. The current pilot is targeting approximately 2500 primary school 
children (Grade 4-5) from 64 schools across three local governments. 
 

https://worldbankgroup-my.sharepoint.com/personal/moviedobuitrago_worldbank_org1/Documents/Documents/Front%20office/Admin%20&%20Other/Learning%20assessments:
http://operationsportal.worldbank.org/secure/P166868/home?tab=documents#IB
http://operationsportal.worldbank.org/secure/P173704/home?tab=dashboard
http://wbescsprd3.worldbank.org:9280/ACS/servlet/ACS?command=read&version=2.3&docbaseid=0224b0&basepath=%2Fwbpfiles38%2Fwbecmoksp%2Fdata%2Fwbecmoksp%2Fwbdocs_storage_37%2F000224b0&filepath=80%2F1b%2F3a%2Fd9.pdf&objectid=090224b088a820f6&cacheid=dXgIAgA%3D%3D2TobgA%3D%3D&format=pdf&pagenum=0&signature=I83NaNIPUjlOurRiTZCfnKksHq6%2B6%2Fs%2F7zbcZX97oqyhy%2FeZs4WWuK%2BfMtz86yK3ucXcna48Ky5KQuoSD0fiSJvu%2BeKH6qSz7z6hP71KCDQL23eRwVPGeYiGn5UPOlZ04U3WW%2FysPxJVvBhLAK%2Br0wFp1um%2BMwxhT969DUlSq0I%3D&servername=Awbescsprd3_wbecmoksp&mode=1&timestamp=1635291674&length=281590&mime_type=application%2Fpdf&parallel_streaming=true&encryption_mode=require&expire_delta=360
https://projects.worldbank.org/en/projects-operations/project-detail/P174166
https://projects.worldbank.org/en/projects-operations/project-detail/P160748
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REOPENING OF SCHOOLS  

The WHO has reiterated that younger children and adolescents usually have fewer and milder 
symptoms of SARS-CoV-2 than adults, are less likely than adults to experience severe illness, be 
hospitalized with COVID-19 or die. Multiple studies confirm that children face lower risks of infection and 
severe symptoms from COVID-19 than adults (WHO 2021). 

Reopening schools has not been a driver of community transmission. Data from the second wave in 
Europe indicates that incidence among students was lower than the general population, secondary 
infections or clusters at schools were rare, and reopening schools did not lead to increased community 
transmission (Gandini et al. 2021) 

GREATER LEARNING LOSSES 

Unequal access to and engagement in remote-learning activities during the ten months in 2020 in which 
schools were closed in Ghana led to widening learning gaps. Students of higher socioeconomic status, 
likely with easier access to virtual learning and remedial support, outperformed students of lower 
socioeconomic status by 0.2-0.3 standard deviations, approximately equal to a year of learning (Wolf et 
al 2021) 

A report by PAQ research that was based on tests in the Czech language and mathematics 
administered in 2020 and 2021 in the 5th grade showed that pupils lost the equivalent of about 3 
months of learning during the year of the pandemic. The learning loss was significant following the 
reopening of schools in the spring of 2021. 

In Russia, a recent regional study based on national assessments in reading and science shows that 
school closures had heterogenous impacts on learning across grades. There were no observed learning 
losses in reading among fourth graders, while sixth graders show a moderate loss equal to 3-4 months of 
learning. Significant losses in science were observed in for eight graders, equivalent to nearly a year and 
half of learning (Zvyagintsev 2021). 

Significant learning losses in literacy between the 18-19 school year and the 20-21 school year in 
Montgomery County, Maryland. For example, the share of second graders meeting two out of three 
measures for overall literacy readiness fell from 83 percent to 48 percent during the period. Learning 
losses affected students of color disproportionately, exacerbating racial learning gaps (Montgomery 
County Board of Education 2021).  

OTHER 

Save the Children’s Building Forward Better features the 5 principles included in the WB EdTech approach 
Paper: Reimagining Human Connections and includes a Risks to Education Index  that ranks countries by 
the vulnerability of their school system to existing challenges and future crises and preparedness. The 
index is based six dimensions to measure risk, including data from the WB-UNICEF-JHU Global Education 
Recovery Tracker on prioritizing teachers for vaccines. 

https://www.who.int/publications/i/item/WHO-2019-nCoV-Sci_Brief-Children_and_adolescents-2021.1
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S2666776221000697
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S2666776221000697
https://repository.upenn.edu/cpre_workingpapers/28/
https://repository.upenn.edu/cpre_workingpapers/28/
https://88760faa-4149-467c-8d6a-46e154cd4c14.usrfiles.com/ugd/88760f_c8f600c6cede4137a5bcb559319a8eb3.pdf
https://88760faa-4149-467c-8d6a-46e154cd4c14.usrfiles.com/ugd/88760f_c8f600c6cede4137a5bcb559319a8eb3.pdf
https://ioe.hse.ru/ds/news/508614771.html?fbclid=IwAR1dHnGQlZXw9VZirDO0DGaqHJ86Jdjb2E6egrohJFEep8Gun25StLVxRyI
https://go.boarddocs.com/mabe/mcpsmd/Board.nsf/files/C74J22499CF6/$file/Evidence%20of%20Learning%20210921%20PPT.pdf
https://go.boarddocs.com/mabe/mcpsmd/Board.nsf/files/C74J22499CF6/$file/Evidence%20of%20Learning%20210921%20PPT.pdf
https://www.worldbank.org/en/topic/edutech/publication/reimagining-human-connections-technology-and-innovation-in-education-at-world-bank
https://www.covideducationrecovery.global/tables/global-summary/
https://www.covideducationrecovery.global/tables/global-summary/
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UNICEF’s Reopening with Resilience recommends further investment in remote learning programs to 
build resilience into education systems and references the research conducted by the World Bank 
EdTech team research and the COVID-19 Global Education Recovery Tracker.  
 
A new UNESCO UIS report on School Closures and Regional Policies to Mitigate Learning Loss due to 
COVID 19 focused on the Asia Pacific region. The report breaks down the effects of school closures. It 
considers, for example, how many schools were closed, and when, across the Asia-Pacific, and the 
effects on different levels of education from early childhood education, through to primary and 
secondary school. The report analyses country efforts to implement remote learning, and strategies to 
mitigate learning losses as the proportion of students expected to fall below minimum proficiency levels 
is expected to rise.  
 
A recent World Bank report titled Long COVID also looks at the EAP region and the effect of COVID 19. 
In 2020, many countries successfully contained COVID-19 and economic activity swiftly revived as other 
regions struggled with the pandemic and economic recession. Now the region is being hit hard by the 
COVID-19 Delta variant while many advanced economies are on the path to economic recovery. 
 
The European Center for Disease Prevention and Control released a report around COVID-19 in children 
and the role of school settings in transmission. The report provides an update on the knowledge 
surrounding the role of children in the transmission of COVID 19 and the role of schools during the 
pandemic, focusing specifically on the experience in EU/EEA countries since the start of the pandemic. 
 
A new World Bank report titled New Skills for New Century: Informing Regional Policy -part of the 
analytical support program in Russia, is collecting and analyzing data in order to gather evidence to 
inform coherent policies and strategies for creating modern schools and for promoting 21st-century 
teaching and learning in Russia. As part of the activity, the team had structured interviews with teachers 
of science, mathematics, and other subjects to understand how COVID-19 disruptions affected teaching 
and learning both in the period of lockdowns and after school reopening.  
 
The Fast Track to New Skills: Short-Cycle Higher Education Programs in Latin America and the Caribbean 
(LAC)  report explores the labor market outcomes and returns of Short Cycle Programs (SCP’s), examines 
their providers, and identifies the practices adopted by the best programs. The economic crisis created by 
the COVID-19 pandemic has accentuated underlying trends, such as automation, the use of electronic 
platforms, and the need for lifelong learning. Addressing these demands requires the urgent upskilling 
and reskilling of the population—a task for which SCPs are uniquely suited.  

To understand the pandemic’s effects on school children, a paper by CESifo combines a review 
of the emerging international literature with new evidence from German longitudinal time-use 
surveys. If school closures and social-distancing experiences during the Covid-19 pandemic 
impeded children’s skill development, they may leave a lasting legacy in human capital. 

In Bangladesh, a randomized control trial showed that providing primary school children and their 
mothers mentoring services during school closures to help with learning at home, improved the overall 
test scores of treated children by 35%. 

 

https://www.unicef-irc.org/reopening-with-resilience?utm_source=twitter&utm_medium=social
https://www.covideducationrecovery.global/
http://uis.unesco.org/sites/default/files/documents/school_closures_and_regional_policies_to_mitigate_learning_losses_in_asia_pacific.pdf
https://openknowledge.worldbank.org/bitstream/handle/10986/36295/9781464817991.pdf
https://www.ecdc.europa.eu/en/publications-data/children-and-school-settings-covid-19-transmission
https://openknowledge.worldbank.org/handle/10986/35934
https://openknowledge.worldbank.org/handle/10986/35598
https://openknowledge.worldbank.org/handle/10986/35598
https://www.cesifo.org/en/publikationen/2021/working-paper/legacy-covid-19-education
https://users.monash.edu/%7Easaduli/pub/telementoring.pdf
https://users.monash.edu/%7Easaduli/pub/telementoring.pdf
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• Building forward better to enhance learning for all children in Iraq: an education reform path 

(English) 
• The juggling act: supporting young mothers complete a higher education in Kenya (English) 
• Uzbekistan: Economic Transformation through Smart Investments in Higher Education (English)  
• Education is key to sustained poverty reduction in Azerbaijan (English, Azerbaijani) 
• Youth led healing for Africa: Amid and post COVID 19 (English) 
• Tertiary education is essential for opportunity, competitiveness and growth (English) 
• Unleashing the potential of young women and girls everywhere (English) 
• The kids are not alright: Three ways EdTech can support student’s wellbeing during the COVID-

19 pandemic and beyond (English, French, Spanish) 
• Recover better: Invest in skills building and infrastructural development (English) 
• It is back to school in Egypt: Is it back to learning? (English, Arabic) 
• There will be no recovery without empowered, motivated and effective teachers (English) 
• Making up for a year of lost learning in Kyrgyz Republic (English) 
• How to enhance teacher professional development through technology: takeaways from 

innovations around the globe (English) 
• Where is EdTech working? Leveraging data for better EdTech policies (English) 
• Rewrite the future: How Indonesia can overcome the student learning losses from the pandemic 

and increase learning outcomes for all (English, Indonesian) 
• COACH: Improving In-service teacher professional development (English) 
• Making classroom observation tools better: a new study on TEACH (English, Spanish) 
• How can we protect education from attack? A focus on western and central Africa (English) 
• Three steps to get every child reading (English) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.worldbank.org/en/country/iraq/publication/building-forward-better-to-ensure-learning-for-all-children-in-iraq-an-education-reform-path
https://blogs.worldbank.org/education/juggling-act-supporting-young-mothers-complete-higher-education-kenya
https://blogs.worldbank.org/education/uzbekistan-economic-transformation-through-smart-investments-higher-education
https://blogs.worldbank.org/europeandcentralasia/education-key-sustained-poverty-reduction-azerbaijan
https://blogs.worldbank.org/az/europeandcentralasia/thsil-azrbaycanda-yoxsullugun-davamli-azalmasinin-acaridir
https://blogs.worldbank.org/youth-transforming-africa/youth-led-healing-africa-amid-and-post-covid
https://blogs.worldbank.org/education/tertiary-education-essential-opportunity-competitiveness-and-growth
https://blogs.worldbank.org/education/unleashing-potential-young-women-and-girls-everywhere
https://blogs.worldbank.org/education/kids-are-not-alright-three-ways-edtech-can-support-students-wellbeing-during-covid-19
https://blogs.worldbank.org/fr/education/les-enfants-ne-vont-pas-bien-trois-facons-dont-les-technologies-educatives-peuvent
https://blogs.worldbank.org/es/education/los-chicos-no-estan-bien-tres-formas-en-que-la-tecnologia-educativa-puede-apoyar-el
https://blogs.worldbank.org/youth-transforming-africa/recover-better-invest-skills-building-and-infrastructural-development
https://blogs.worldbank.org/arabvoices/it-back-school-egypt-it-back-learning
https://blogs.worldbank.org/ar/arabvoices/it-back-school-egypt-it-back-learning
https://blogs.worldbank.org/education/there-will-be-no-recovery-without-empowered-motivated-and-effective-teachers
https://blogs.worldbank.org/europeandcentralasia/making-year-lost-learning-kyrgyz-republic
https://blogs.worldbank.org/education/how-enhance-teacher-professional-development-through-technology-takeaways-innovations
https://blogs.worldbank.org/education/where-edtech-working-leveraging-data-better-edtech-policies
https://blogs.worldbank.org/eastasiapacific/rewrite-future-how-indonesia-can-overcome-student-learning-losses-from-the-pandemic
https://blogs.worldbank.org/id/eastasiapacific/menulis-ulang-masa-depan-bagaimana-indonesia-dapat-mengatasi-kerugian-pembelajaran
https://blogs.worldbank.org/education/coach-improving-service-teacher-professional-development
https://blogs.worldbank.org/education/making-classroom-observation-tools-better-new-study-teach
https://blogs.worldbank.org/es/education/mejorar-los-instrumentos-para-observacion-en-el-aula-un-nuevo-estudio-en-torno-teach
https://blogs.worldbank.org/education/how-can-we-protect-education-attack-focus-western-and-central-africa
https://blogs.worldbank.org/education/three-steps-get-every-child-reading
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ANNEX – SNAPSHOT OF SCHOOL CLOSURE DAYS PER COUNTRY  

(as of September 30, 2021) 
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